Using JPEG2000 images and Image Layer Manager with OpenJUMP 1.4.3
OpenJUMP 1.4.3 supports the use of ECW and JPEG2000 images through a ECWJPEG2000 SDK 3.3 based driver.

JPEG2000 images are added to the Project through the Open – File menu.

However, OpenJUMP can do more than just make an image layer from one physical image
file. Advanced features are controlled with Image Layer Manager which is opened through
the right click menu after selecting the image layer from the layer list.

Image layer is actually an index file of one or more physical image files. The initial index
with one record gets created when an image is opened through File – Open. After that the
image index can be edited with Image Layer Manager tool.

One or more images can be added to index with the Add button.

Zoom to full extent shows an extented image layer which now consists of 39 physical image
files.

Image layer is an almost normal vector layer. Attribute table shows image metadata and
image footprints can be made visible with the Change Styles tool.
Note! OpenJUMP can be very slow when zoomed to full extents with lots of JPEG2000
images in the layer index.

Rendering speed will be good when zoomed in to a reasonable scale like here when only
four physical images needs to be opened.

If only one image from the index needs to be opened the speed is as good as with a single
image layer.

Image layers can also be saved with the project.

The image layer must be saved as a XML document by selecting JML format.

OpenJUMP saves the image layer name into JUMP Project File (.jmp) and layer details into
a separate XML file which in this case is located in JPEG2000_mosaic directory.

When the project is opened OpenJUMP is reading image layer definition from the XML file.

Even the the location of the viewport was saved into the project as a bookmark and restored.

Remarks
In my test large image coverages combined from many JPEG2000 images were extremely
slow when zoomed out. It is recommend to set a rather strict scale limit for such layers so
that OpenJUMP never starts to open dozens of images into a viewport. ECW images behave
very much better in this situation. The reason is probably that the ECW-JPEG2000 driver
has been originally developed for ECW format and the support for JPEG2000 was added
afterwards. JPEG2000 is also a very complicated file format and there are literally millions
of valid ways to write a JPEG2000 image. It is very likely that for getting the best behaving
JPEG2000 images for OpenJUMP they should be written with the default parameters of
ECW-JPEG2000 SDK. In my test the JPEG2000 images were created with Kakadu SDK
and with lossless compression.

